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ABSTRACT

Research findings of architecture and environmental psychology espouse the supremacy of built environment in influencing human behavior in general and movement behavior within buildings and urban areas in particular. Retail management studies on the other hand highlight the importance of influencing human movement as a determining factor for tenant-mix design. Identifying a proper mix of tenant stores in a shopping mall is responsible for its economic performance and is considered a strategic mall management decision. In practice, this decision is taken by management professionals, based mostly on gut feeling or rule of thumb. So, there is a scope for integration of knowledge of these two different disciplines for significantly enhancing tenanting decision making in shopping malls, which will ultimately lead to its economic success. A proper methodology is required in this juncture to relate spatial configuration with movement. Verbal description of space, prevalent in the architectural practice, makes it difficult for correlating with measurable variables like footfall. Space syntax analysis is a potential evidence based approach for quantitative description of configuration in explaining movement through space. The purpose of this paper is twofold: identifying the supremacy of space syntax measures over normal metric measures and establishing a spatial rationale behind tenanting decision making (optimal area and rent of tenant stores) through developing the standard bid-rent model with tenant store specific variables and solving under the conditions of maximizing profit and situation of perfect competition. Consequently, retail space planning will not only be an accommodator of functional requirements but will be a potential tool for economic success through generating, controlling and predicting movement.
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1. Introduction

Of the many attributes associated with built environments, economic function has been identified as an important one (Hillier & Leaman, 1976; Voordt & Vrielink, 1987). But, in the architectural design process of commercial spaces such as shopping malls, spatial configuration has traditionally been viewed as a means of accommodating functions in an efficient way, taking into account aesthetic and behavioural considerations. Design decisions on the spatial configuration of a commercial space determine the setting for people's movement within it, including the creation of locations that will attract more people. In an environment such as a shopping mall, drawing more people to the stores and facilitating the maximum penetration of people into every corner of a mall would clearly have strong economic implications as this would likely trigger buying behaviours, resulting in shops making greater sales. Spatial configuration is therefore a potentially strategic tool that has economic ramifications. However, the economic implications of spatial configuration, per se, have been mostly overlooked in the research literature. Even when spatial configuration has been researched, these configurational studies have been used as case specific diagnostic tools (Brown, 1999) without any generalizable conceptual frame work for widespread applications. Brown (1999) and Roulac (1996) have acknowledged the importance of configuration in, for example, in sharpening real estate decisions but the application of 'architectural economics' has been confined mostly to its cost implications, externalities (Piatkowska, 2012) and also to the influence of aesthetic quality (Vandell & Lane, 1989). Traditionally, design professionals and real estate decision makers operate in different worlds, with differing approaches, and little scope for integration.
A shopping mall can be defined as an assemblage of different tenant stores with a central administration. A shopping mall, it has been argued, is an abstraction of an urban setting in an enclosed space that “recreates the urban buzz” removed from the “city streets”. Researchers like Carter & Allen (2012) and Sim & Way (1989), who have considered shopping malls as miniature urban settings, used a geographical economic theory called the bid-rent theory in explaining the tenant mix therein. The objective of the mall developer is to maximize the earning from the tenant stores while that of individual tenant stores is to maximize their individual profits. These simultaneous objectives are met through tenanting decision making which includes area and rental allocations of individual stores and their exact spatial location and is responsible for the economic performance as explained by Garg & Steyn (2015) and Kyriaziz & Cloete (2018). These decisions are essentially spatial (Brown, 1999; Roulac, 1996) but are taken mostly on gut feeling or rule of thumb by management professionals (YimYiu & Xu, 2012) - by and large overlooking the designer’s perspective. The designer’s scope is limited to the design of an aesthetically pleasant spatial envelope that will ultimately house the mix of stores (in terms of area and location) as decided by real estate professionals. In practice, tenant-mix design starts after and on the basis of the architectural design. A shopping mall is therefore an ideal laboratory to explore the economic performance of the spatial arrangement through tenanting decision making.

2. Review of Literature

Studies on retail have paid little attention to the micro-level spatial aspects of store location and rent within shopping centers. An understanding of such location behavior within the mall, though, helps achieving design efficiency through area allocation and selection of proper mix of tenant stores. Studies conducted on shopping centers have explored the micro-economic logic of allocation of store space and differentiation of rental amount of tenant stores in the overall spatial arrangement. Tenanting decision making is predominantly of interest to retail management researchers and has been addressed mostly through the logic of inter-store externality (Pashigian & Gould, 1998; Verdil, 2009; Vitorino, 2012) in describing differences in area allocation and rental amount. A proper tenant mix is considered responsible for economic performance of a shopping mall (Garg & Steyn 2015; Kyriaziz & Cloete, 2018) and is a strategic mall management decision (Marona & Wilk, 2016). The existing policies for tenant-mix design are mostly dogmatic (Maitland, 1985), situation specific (Brown, 1999), and non-generalizable. The description of tenant stores is largely qualitative and is based on the merchandise of a store in gross terms.

While the existing policies of tenanting decision making have identified the importance of footfall of customers (Carter & Vandell, 2005) as a driving force for maximizing sales and profits, these have not coalesced into a generalizable conceptual framework that can be applied in shopping malls for maximizing profits (YimYiu & Xu, 2012).

Carter & Vandell (2005) and Sim & Way (1989) applied the theories of geographical economics in a shopping mall and have used the bid-rent theory in explaining profit earning from a tenant store. The foot falls (gate counts) at a particular location were identified crucial in predicting sales from a store and these were explained through decreasing footfall with increasing metric distance from the central position of the mall (Carter & Vandell, 2005). This gate counts at any location is generated by the movement through it. Movement in a built environment has been examined in detail in the fields of the architecture and urban design. Hillier et al. (1983), Hillier (1996) and Peponis & Bafna (2003) asserted that, movement depends on the accessibility of a particular location which in turn is influenced by configuration of the spatial structure and is measured through syntactic properties. Distance is a geographical property of space. This property of space has already been acknowledged in retail management studies as a factor behind footfall. But architectural logic suggests the supremacy of topographical property of space and concludes that Archimedeanean the metric distance cannot reflect the complete configurational characteristics of a space. Therefore it will not be suitable for prediction of gate counts. Space syntax is a configurational model of space which quantifies configuration and relates it with other measurable variables like movement or gate counts. Research conducted in the field of architecture as well as in urban design suggests the supremacy of space syntax measures (integration) (Hillier et al.,
1983; Hillier, 1996; Peponis & Bafna, 2003) over others, in describing and predicting movement within an urban area as well as in buildings. The research results on indoor movement from retail management viewpoint have neither explored the potential of spatial configuration nor have employed the space syntax measures in a shopping mall for developing a tenant-mix decision framework. This research can bridge the gap between architectural wisdom and retail management practices through designing a tenant-mix framework design relying on the logic of space syntax.

3. Research Methodology

The purpose of this research is to recognize the importance of space syntax measures over normal metric measures in explaining configuration and to establish a spatial rationale behind tenanting decision making. Separate methodologies have been adopted to meet the two research objectives. The geometry of retail layouts has been analyzed for establishing the importance of space syntax method and the bid-rent analysis is resorted to for establishing the spatial rationale behind tenanting decision making.

3.1 Analysis of Retail Plan Geometry

The verbal description of spatial configuration makes it difficult for establishing correlation with measurable behavioral variables like footfall. Space syntax methodology provides an evidence based approach in quantifying configuration. The description of space can be done in three geometric approaches:

a) Linearity: Normal human movement follows a linear pattern. The spatial configuration can be broken down into a combination of the potential movement lines. This representation of potential movement lines is called axial lines. This abstraction is one dimensional.

b) Convex space: for a two dimensional abstraction of space, convex spaces are used. They are smallest number of polygonal spaces, which area mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.

c) Isovist: This is a dimensionless abstraction of space and depends on visibility of every point in space. In this paper this abstraction is not used in analysing spaces.

So, the spatial configuration can be decomposed into a map depending on the type of geometrical abstraction. The map is converted into a graph by representing corresponding convex spaces or axial lines by circles (nodes) and the connection of a node with neighbouring nodes by lines. The distance between nodes is essentially topological (number of turns) and not metric. Depth represents the number of turns to reach from one node to the other. The interrelationship between nodes is represented by the integration measure. This is a clear unambiguous description of configuration. For analysis of retail plan geometry, the layouts show interior public spaces without considering interior spaces of tenant stores. The Justified Access Graph analysis is done with AGRAPH spatial network analysis software tool.

3.2 Bid-Rent Analysis

The development of bid-rent approach stem from the logic of urban geography and central place theory and applied in a shopping mall because a shopping mall is an abstraction of urban area in a closed environment and customers in a shopping mall prefer stores that can be easily accessible (Carter & Vandell, 2005). From the logic of bid rent, tenant stores in a mall try to maximize their profit like firms in a city. The profit function of a tenant store can be conceptualized from the profit function of a firm in a city, by subtracting cost and rent from the volume of business. The function is fine-tuned with variables pertaining to the tenant stores and solved under conditions of maximization of profit and perfect competition.

4. Analysis

4.1 Analysis of Retail Plan Geometry

Gross Leasable Area (GLA) is generally used to describe shopping malls without considering their configurational differences. Four distinct typologies are identified (Verdil, 2009) as predominant shopping layouts. The typologies are based on their arrangement of circulation axis. In case of Cartesian or grid arrangements, major and minor circulation axes cross each other forming islands in between. The dumbbell system has a predominantly strong central axis. The anchors are placed, mainly, at each end of the central axis. Secondary circulation axes are present in this typology but are mostly insignificant. Branch or tree system is also characterized by a strong central axis.
with branching of secondary circulation axes. Hybrid system, as the name suggests, is characterized by the presence of characteristics of two or more typologies. The illustrative layouts of these typologies (containing characteristic features explained above) are shown in the Fig. 1.

Prevalent system of spatial description cannot express the configurational differences of the typologies. So, geometry of retail plans are analysed on layouts representing each typology drawn with equal GLA and circulation area. The interior public space is decomposed into convex spaces and axial lines through a methodology of shape recognition for all the typologies and finally the graph mathematical analysis (justified access graph) is done for convex maps using AGRAPH spatial network analysis software.

![Figure 1: Representative layouts of shopping mall typologies, cartesian, dumbbell, tree and hybrid type layout (from left).](image)

The convex and axial maps of the typologies are shown in the following Fig. 2 and the results are summarized in Table 1.

**Table 1: Summary of the convex and axial maps of the typologies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cartesian</th>
<th>Dumbbell</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total leasable Area</strong></td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convex Space</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Axial Line</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Convex Axial ratio</strong></td>
<td>2.455:1</td>
<td>2.857:1</td>
<td>2.100:1</td>
<td>1.563:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net leasable Area per Convex Space</strong></td>
<td>2222.22</td>
<td>3000.00</td>
<td>2857.14</td>
<td>2400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net leasable Area per Axial Line</strong></td>
<td>5454.55</td>
<td>8571.43</td>
<td>6000.00</td>
<td>3750.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results as summarized in Table 1, the Cartesian system of arrangement is most localized (low value of net leasable area per convex space) and the dumbbell system is least localized (highest value of the same ratio). Hybrid and tree falls in between. This ratio represents the essence of the configuration differences, though all of them are comparable in terms of GLA. Similarly, from the ratio of net leasable area per axial line suggests that the dumbbell system is easiest to explore.

The graph mathematical approach (Justified Access Graph analysis) is applied for convex maps to identify the depth (topological) and integration of all the convex spaces. The mean values of all the measures are summarised in Table 2 and the network analysis is shown in Fig. 3.

**Figure 2: Convex and axial map of (1) Cartesian, (2) Dumbbell, (3) Tree, (4) Hybrid typologies.**

**Figure 3: Justified graph of typologies, (1) Cartesian, (2) Dumbbell, (3) Tree, (4) Hybrid.**
Table 2: Summary of the average values of measures of the Justified Access Graph (JAG) analysis of typologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Depth</th>
<th>Mean depth</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid System</td>
<td>108.76</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumbbell System</td>
<td>80.64</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree System</td>
<td>80.09</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid System</td>
<td>108.15</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The higher the value, the more the space is integrated with the entire spatial arrangement and vice-versa
** The values are generated analyzing *jpg layouts of internal public spaces of the typologies using AGRAPH spatial network analysis software tool

From Table 2 it is found that, average integration value of dumbbell layout is highest and it is lowest for the Cartesian type arrangement. These findings also support the findings summarized in Table 1. The shopping mall layouts are similar in terms of GLA but are dissimilar in terms of syntactic measures. Not only this but this measures also reflect the configurational logic of the typologies.

4.2 Bid-Rent Analysis

Finding the basis for calculating a proper rent of a shop is always very crucial for a shopping mall, so framing a proper bid-rent equation is the most useful practical implication of this syntactical analysis of space. Studies on retail have paid little attention to the micro-level spatial aspects of store location and rent within shopping centers. An understanding of such location behavior within the mall, though, can help optimizing tenanting decision making.

The bid-rent function of any tenant store i in a shopping mall, when the mall contains n number of stores, can be expressed by the following variables pertaining to tenant stores:

- \( p_i \) = Average price per unit of goods sold for store i
- \( a_i \) = Quantity of goods sold per customer visit of that store
- \( A_i \) = Area of store i
- \( f(A_i) \) = Proportion of customer traffic per unit of store area, who purchases
- \( g_i \) = Gate counts or foot fall at store i
- \( r_i \) = Rent per unit area
- \( \text{CF}_i \) = Fixed cost of the store
- \( \text{CO}_i \) = Operating Cost of the store that depends on quantity of goods sold
- \( CM_i \) = Maintenance cost of the store that depends on the store area
- \( K_{i1} \) = Conversion constant
- \( K_{i2} \) = Area elasticity of demand constant

The profit from a tenant store can be developed from the standard bid-rent model and expanded with tenant store specific variables as mentioned earlier. The profit function can be expressed by suppressing the subscripts as:

\[
\pi = p.a.K_{i1}.A^{K_{i2}}.g_{i1} - \left[ \text{CO}_1\left(a.K_{i1}.A^{K_{i2}}.g_{i1}\right) + CM.A + CF \right] - r.A \quad (1)
\]

For solving the profit function, two conditions have already been discussed, i.e., profit maximization and perfect competition. For the first consideration, the Equation 1 has to be maximized. This can be achieved by equating the first order derivative of the equation to zero.

\[
\frac{d\pi}{dA} = 0
\]

or

\[
\frac{d\pi}{dA} = p.a.f(A).g^{K_{i1}}.(p-CO) - CM
\]

Secondly, for perfect competition \( \pi = 0 \) should be considered as excess profit by a store is bid away by others through increase in rent.

\[
r = a.f(A).g^{K_{i1}}.(p-CO) - CM - \frac{\text{CF}}{A} \quad (3)
\]
Putting the value of in Equation (2):

\[ K_{1}K_{2}A_{K_{1}}^{K_{2}-1} = \frac{CM + a.f(A)g^{K_{1}}(p-CO) - CM - CF}{a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)} \]

\[ \Rightarrow A' = \left[ \frac{CF}{a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})} \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} \] (4)

Where, \( A' \) is the optimal area of a store.

Optimal rent per unit area can be found out from the Equations (3) and (4):

\[ r' = CF \frac{K_{2}}{1-K_{2}} \left[ a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})/CF \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} - CM \]

\[ = CF \frac{K_{2}}{1-K_{2}} \left[ a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})/CF \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} - CM \] (5)

Where, \( r' \) is the optimal rent per unit area of store i.

Total revenue from a tenant store can be calculated as Equation (6) by multiplying from Equation (4) with Equation (5)

\[ A.r ; \text{From Equation (4) and (5)} \]

\[ A.r = \left[ \frac{CF}{a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})} \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} \]

\[ \left[ a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})/CF \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} - CM \]

\[ R_{i} = CF \frac{K_{2}}{1-K_{2}} \]

\[-CM \left[ a.g^{K_{1}}(p-CO)K_{1}(1-K_{2})/CF \right]^{\frac{1}{K_{1}}} \] (6)

From equation (6) it can be concluded that, considering the assumption of ceteris paribus or other things remaining constant, total revenue generation ability from a tenant store depends on the gate counts near it, when other tenant store specific variables remain constants. The model is based on certain assumptions like absence of inter store externalities and vertical movement. External factors controlling foot fall are also not considered.

5. Discussion

5.1 Customer Density and Metric Distance from the Central Position

Research results supported the concept that consumers prefer closest stores ceteris paribus (Carter & Vandell, 2005). Following this logic, the stores that are most accessible than others in a particular arrangement will attract more customer foot fall when all other factors remain unchanged.

The gate counts is dependent on the metric distance from the center of the entire spatial arrangement, so, gate counts can be explained through the metric distance: i.e., \( g=f(t) \), where \( dg/dt<0 \) (where \( t \) is the metric distance from central location of the mall.)

Considering the linear symmetric spatial arrangement, as mentioned at the time of describing the model, the gate counts is maximum at \( t=0 \) or at the center and decreases with increasing distance. There is a significant evidence that \( f(t) \) is downward sloping (Carter & Vandell, 2005). The slope of \( f(t) \) can vary depending upon various other non-spatial factors but it will slope downward nevertheless. So, metric distance is one important factor for determining customer density and therefore retail rents.

But, the idealistic situation of symmetrical mall will is not possible always and there can be difference of density at equal distances from the shopping mall center. So, some other variable for analyzing gate counts or foot fall is required.

5.2 Customer Density and Integration Value:

The link between integration value and human movement has been investigated in space syntax researches. These researches suggested that integration value captures how people cognitively perceive a space (Hillier et al., 1983; Hillier, 1996 and Peponis & Bafna, 2003). So, it is not only metric distance that governs foot fall but also integration values at a particular convex space. Gate counts can therefore be expressed as a function of integration value, i.e.,

\[ g=f(i) \text{, where } dg/di>0 \]

It can therefore, be concluded that the gate counts can be expressed as a function of distance and integration value, or

\[ g=f(t,i) \text{ where } dg/di>0 \text{ and } dg/dt<0 \]

Substituting this functional form in Equation 6, it reveals that, revenue generated from a tenant store can be explained as a function of metric distance from center of the mall and the integration value.
Or,

\[ R_e = f(t,i) \text{ where } \frac{dR_e}{di} > 0 \text{ and } \frac{dR_e}{dt} < 0 \]

**Conclusions**

As, the gate counts depend both on metric and non-metric property of a particular space and as the total revenue from a store is dependent on gate counts, it can be concluded from the Equation 6 that, when other things remain constant, total revenue decreases with increasing distance from the center and increases with higher integration value depending on the logic that, the value of gate counts is directly proportional to the integration value and inversely proportional to the metric distance from the center of the mall.

The essence of the discussion can be encapsulated in the following 2X2 grid (Fig. 4) for ease in decision making. The scatter plot of the metric distances of every convex space and their integration values help in development of this model. Here, integration value is shown in the vertical axis and distance from the center is shown in the horizontal axis.

![Figure 4: Strategic decision making model for shopping malls.](image)

In this 4 cell model, the first cell accommodates the convex spaces with high integration value and low distance from the center and therefore the stores around these convex spaces enjoy maximum rent per unit area of store. It is the area in the overall spatial arrangement that is most accessible and therefore enjoys maximum customer foot fall or gate counts. The optimal areas of the stores are also least for these stores. The second cell characterizes of high integration value and high distance from the center, whereas, the third cell characterizes of low integration value and low distance from the central area in the spatial configuration. As, non-metric parameters (integration) are more influential than metric distance (Sadalla & Staplin, 1980), the rent of stores will be higher around convex spaces in cell number 2 than those in cell number 3. The cell number four will house convex spaces with lowest integration value and highest distance from the center, therefore least accessible with minimum customer foot fall. The stores around these convex spaces will be of highest leasable area and can contribute lowest rental. This area is potential for locating attractors. The integration value can thus be utilized alongside the metric distance from the center in formulating a tenanting decision making strategy.

A framework for economic decision making is therefore possible relying on spatial configurational variables (metric distance and integration value). This framework can operate both from conservative and generative perspectives. The configurational characteristics can be conserved through identifying best-fit stores for that location. On the other hand design correction strategies can be generated for better functionality. For example, additional entry points can be included near cell II (high distance from the centre and high integration value) and signages can be considered at Cell III. This framework can also help evaluate among alternative design proposals.
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